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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA 

MIDDLE DIVISION 
 

) 
) 

WENDELL F. GILLEY, an  ) 
individual and as representative  ) 
participant of the Plan,   ) 
      ) 
   Plaintiff,  ) 
      ) CIVIL ACTION NO. 

v.      ) 
      ) CV-04- CLS-0562-M 
MONSANTO COMPANY, INC.,  ) 
et. al.      ) 
      ) 
   defendants.  ) 
      ) 
 

PLAINTIFF’S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE TO  
 

MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 
 

 
Before the Court is Plaintiff’s motion for sanctions for the destruction of 

evidence necessary to participants’ obtainment of rights and benefits from the 

Monsanto Salaried Employees’ Pension Plan, the “Plan” pursuant to the Employee 

Retirement Insurance Security Act “ERISA”.  When defendants realized they 

might not be successful in achieving their desired goal of obtaining a favorable 

decision, documents necessary for this and other litigation that went undisturbed 

since 1981 were shredded.   
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Counsel for defense filed a blistering response to Plaintiff’s motion for 

sanctions personally attacking counsel’s integrity and accusing counsel for Plaintiff 

of making serious, scurrilous, and unsubstantiated accusations against defendants 

and their counsel.1  Defendants and their counsel are on a slippery slope.  Defense 

counsel’s filing by design is to disparage Plaintiff’s counsel in a desperate attempt 

to inflame and prejudice the Court against Plaintiff and to discredit Plaintiffs’ 

counsel as counsel for the class in Heptinstall v. Monsanto.   

Defendants in 2003 developed a legal strategy that employed 

misrepresentation, deceit, and fraud to obtain a favorable ruling to divest Plaintiff 

and other similarly situated participants of their rightful property held in trust and 

managed by defendants.  Defendants’ actions amount to nothing less than theft of 

property by fraud and deceit.  The documents in question were technically in the 

possession and control of a successor entity, Solutia, Inc. “Solutia” with whom 

defendants have very close ties.  Exhibit A and B.  Defendants seek to take 

property held in the Monsanto Company Master Retirement Trust belonging to 

Gilley and other nonexempt participants who were employed at the Sand Mountain 

plant who Monsanto’s plan administer failed to report as being separated with a 

deferred vested benefit in 1981 and 1982.   

                                                 
1 Former General Counsel for Monsanto until September 2007 is now with Bryan Cave LLP, the 
multi-national firm representing defendants here, and the current General Counsel for Solutia 
was formerly with Bryan Cave LLP.  
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In 1997, Monsanto spun-off Solutia.  Pursuant to agreement both Monsanto 

and Solutia were to retain documents in either party’s possession if required by 

law.  Exh. B.  When Solutia was formed as a separate entity on paper property, 

held in the Master Retirement Trust belonging to some but not all Sand Mountain 

nonexempt participants who were never reported, was transferred to a trust 

managed by Solutia.  [R 169-6; 167-5].  The property belonging to unreported 

nonexempt participants along with concomitant fiduciary responsibility to these 

participants is now commingled with property held in trust and managed by Solutia 

and vice versa.  [R 167-5].  In regards to Plaintiff’s ERISA claims Defendants and 

Solutia are so close it is doubtful there is any actual separateness: property 

belonging to unreported nonexempt participants is commingled; Monsanto has 

responsibility for certain obligations if Solutia fails to perform; Monsanto received 

value in the newly reorganized Solutia in connection with its bankruptcy, and; 

Monsanto has assumed certain litigation responsibilities on behalf of Solutia.  Exh. 

A1. Despite assertions to the contrary Monsanto’s presents here for all practical 

purposes is on behalf of Solutia.  The documents that were destroyed were 

essential to ongoing litigation and were required by law to be retained regardless of 

which party had them in their possession.  Exh. B.  Counsel for both Monsanto and 

Solutia were aware of the ongoing litigation and their legal duty to secure 

documents. See fn 1.  
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As alleged evidence of Plaintiff’s counsel’s irresponsible conduct counsel 

for defense filed Judge Proctor’s order issued in an unrelated age discrimination 

case insisting this is proof of a pattern of misconduct.  Plaintiff is unaware of any 

misconduct on Plaintiff’s counsel’s part leading to Judge Proctor’s comment or any 

connection between the issues and the facts here and events that transpired in 

Kilpatrick v. Tyson.  If defendants or their counsel have evidence of misconduct 

warranting the Court’s attention then Plaintiff’s counsel encourages defendants and 

their counsel to bring it to the Court’s attention.  This filing, however, shows 

nothing more than defense counsel’s obsession with tracking Plaintiff’s counsel’s 

trial work.2  Strikingly missing from defendants and their counsel’s response is 

substantial evidence to support their blusterous denial of involvement such as a 

sworn statement or even a denial that the shredding took place.  Plaintiff on the 

other hand has presented substantial evidence proving defendants have a 

propensity for misrepresentation, fraud, and deceit here and in other courts when it 

benefits the Company and helps them avoid the consequences of their flagrant 

violation of the law.  [Exh. A; R 160, 167-174].  The record here and elsewhere is 

void of evidence of any wrongdoing on Plaintiff’s counsel’s part.  While defense 

counsel has a duty to their clients that duty is superseded by their duty to this Court 

                                                 
2 Out of curiosity why is defense counsel checking and tracking Plaintiff’s counsel’s unrelated 
case work?   
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as officers of the court.  The integrity of the court and the entire judicial system 

turns on the integrity of its officers.   

  Notwithstanding Judge Proctor’s order and defense counsel’s personal 

attack, Plaintiff’s counsel takes her oath and duty to the court and her 

responsibility to her clients and all those affected by defendants’ violation of the 

law very seriously.  Plaintiff’s counsel is of the opinion it is her integrity not the 

lack thereof that has caused great consternation.  The present action concerns 

defendants’ unlawful taking of property belonging to Plaintiff Wendell F. Gilley 

and the protection of his rights and his property as guaranteed by law. 

Plaintiff and Plaintiff’s counsel realizing defendants had a strategy to deny 

an entire group of participants their rightful property through the use of the judicial 

principle of defensive collateral estoppel prosecuted the above styled action for 

four years without compensation and at great personal sacrifice to protect the rights 

of those without representation.  On a personal note Plaintiff’s counsel has never 

had anything other than her integrity yet seemingly others are willing to take that 

as well rather than take responsibility for their actions.  If defendants do not 

achieve the outcome desired what line will defendants cross next and at what cost?  

How far down the slippery slope are defendants willing to go to justify their 

intentional forfeiture of property belonging to separated nonexempt participants in 

the interest of their shareholders, officers, and other highly compensated 
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employees.  [R 169-6].  Are defendants willing to destroy the integrity of the entire 

judicial system for their personal gain?   

Regardless of defendants and their counsels’ threats and intimidation 

Plaintiff’s counsel will not compromise her duty to the law, this Court, her client 

here, and her clients in Heptinstall v. Monsanto who represent all similarly situated 

non-HCE participants.  Defendants and their counsel will have to cross another line 

to avoid the consequences of their actions above and beyond casting wild 

aspersions against Plaintiff’s counsel’s character.  History teaches that doing the 

right thing comes with great personal sacrifice.   

No matter how defendants and their counsel try to spin it, Plaintiff’s motion 

for sanctions is based on defendants’ manipulation of the judicial process to win at 

all costs.  Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment and evidence filed in support 

thereof clearly prove defendants violated ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code’s 

“IRC’s” mandates by operating the Plan as a top-hat plan in the profit interest of 

corporate shareholders, officers and other highly compensated employees. [R 167, 

174].  Defendants breached their fiduciary duty to participants by failing to report 

nonexempt participants and by engaging in a litigation scheme to deny all similarly 

situated participants their rightful property years later.  Wrongful conduct spanning 

a thirty year period cannot be exonerated by spinning off a separate entity and 

simply denying involvement in the destruction of documents necessary to the 
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obtainment of participants’ rights and benefits under ERISA by deflection. Varity 

Corporation v. Howe, 516 U.S. 489 (1996); [Exh. A; R 169-6].  Faced with the 

prospect of a class action in Heptinstall v. Monsanto and Plaintiff’s proven claims 

of malfeasance here defendants and counsel alike must be feeling the pressure.   

The issue before the Court is the destruction of evidence.  Mere character 

assassination and corporate separateness on paper does not prove a lack of 

involvement on the part of defendants who maintain a financial interest in Solutia 

and legal liability for violation of ERISA and IRC mandates related to the 

mismanagement of the Monsanto Company Master Trust.  [R 167-24 at MON 

002625; Exh. A]. The responsibility to maintain records is a responsibility 

voluntarily assumed by Monsanto as part of their decision to maintain an “alleged” 

qualified defined pension plan for its employees.  As fiduciaries defendants’ duties 

to participants today include taking responsibility for and ensuring that records 

necessary to the obtainment of participants’ rights and benefits under ERISA are 

maintained.   

It is essential that fiduciaries act responsibly to ensure records and 

documentation is maintained to prevent the unlawful taking of property entrusted 

to their care.  ERISA §§ 404, 409.  If defendants have no control over the 

documents and no responsibility for the maintenance of documents in Solutia’s 

possession per the party’s agreements as defense counsel contends, then defendants 
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breached their fiduciary duty to participants when they entered into the agreements 

that resulted in the spin-off of Solutia by abdicating their responsibility for 

maintaining records.  Id.  Moreover, as officers of the Court, counsel for defense 

cannot abdicate their duty to ensure records necessary to litigation are not 

destroyed by mere unsubstantiated denial and personal attacks on opposing 

counsel.   

Defense counsel asks “what Law Department authorized the destruction of 

these documents”.  The answer lies in the question.  If Solutia is in reality a 

separate uninformed entity then one must ask the following questions.  Why would 

Solutia’s Law Department without direction place a legal notice for Gilley v. 

Monsanto in personnel files when it was not a party to this action? [R 169-9]. Why 

would Solutia without direction give its specific authorization to destroy these 

files?  Why would Solutia do anything to documents stored in a basement for 

nearly twenty six years undisturbed until appeal was filed unless it received 

direction?  How did Solutia know which files were to be flagged with the notice 

for Gilley v. Monsanto if they did not receive direction? [R 169-6]. How did 

Solutia physically place the notice in each of these files when the few personnel 

files flagged were among thousands of personnel files in addition to other 

documents stored in the basement of the Decatur plant undisturbed for twenty-six 

years prior to this litigation? [R 169-3; 169-6].  If these personnel files never left 
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Decatur and were never out of Solutia’s possession then who physically placed the 

Gilley v. Monsanto notice?  If Solutia and defendants are completely separate 

entities with no ties can these questions logically be answered by mere denial?    

Defendants and their counsel insist they have no first-hand information 

regarding events in Decatur, but then add “defendants’ counsel was forced to send 

an employee to Solutia’s facility to obtain a duplicate of the set of materials 

provided to Plaintiff’s counsel”.  Plaintiff’s counsel received no notice of the 

“employee’s” trip to Decatur3.  Plaintiff’s counsel served notice on defense counsel 

of her discovery efforts.  If defendants and defense counsel never gave direction to 

Solutia and vice versa then how did the employee know what files Plaintiff’s 

counsel copied?  Did the files retrieved by the employee have the Gilley v. 

Monsanto notice?  If Solutia and defendants are completely separate entities with 

no ties and if acquiring copies of the files took substantial effort as defense counsel 

contends, then how did defendants and their counsel obtain the exact same Adobe 

files as those in Plaintiff’s counsel’s possession?  Plaintiff’s counsel was able to 

copy very few files out of thousands in the limited time she was at the Decatur 

plant.  Amazingly defendants obtained exactly, no more or no less, copies of the 

same files Plaintiff’s counsel copied without Solutia’s cooperation?  How can 

                                                 
3 Who is this employee?  Is this employee an attorney?  Earlier in this litigation, an attorney with 
associated counsel Baxley, Dillard, Dauphin, McKnight & Barclift, Mr. Donald R. James, was 
sent to recover documents from the former Sand Mountain plant.  [R 64 Apx 2 Declaration].    
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defendants be sure they have complied with the Court’s order directing them to 

supplement discovery if they do not know what Plaintiff’s counsel has in her 

possession?  Obviously, defendants and their counsel have closer ties to Solutia 

than defendants and their counsel care to admit.  Exh. A. 

Plaintiff’s counsel was informed by Solutia’s HR employee that Monsanto’s 

counsel requested files and that those files were sent to St. Louis. [R 167-14 at ¶ 

14].  Plaintiff’s counsel filed a sworn affidavit attesting to what she was told 

supported by corroborating testimony.  [R 167-14; 167-8].  If these files were not 

in defendants or defense counsel’s possession at any time then defendants and their 

counsel should have verified this with a sworn statement instead of a general attack 

on Plaintiff’s counsel’s integrity. [R 169-6 (flags represent personnel files 

belonging to former Sand Mountain employees who were separated with a known 

deferred vested benefit that Monsanto’s plan administrator did not report on Form 

5500 Schedule SSA as having a deferred vested benefit); R 169-3; R 167-28; 167-

29; 169-4; 169-5; Exh. A].   

The Court ordered “to the extent defendant, through its successor entity, has 

access to any documents previously requested by plaintiff, defendant remains under 

an obligation to supplement that discovery.”  According to the party’s agreement 

Defendants have complete access to everything in Solutia’s possession.  [R 170-4; 

170-5].  Defense counsel makes the bold claim “notably, Plaintiff has failed to 
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identify even a single document relevant to this case that has been withheld or 

destroyed”.  While it is impossible to identify documents that no longer exist, 

Plaintiff’s counsel has identified types of documents observed and believed to be 

stored in the basement of the Decatur plant including payroll records, punch cards, 

personnel files, SPDs, other plan documents, documents relating to the closure of 

the Sand Mountain plant etc.4  One specific example of defendants’ failure to 

produce a specifically requested document is the IRS Form 5300 (determination 

packets and application for tax qualified plans with the attached plan document) 

for the 1976 and 1981 Plans.  According to IRS publication 794 determination 

applications are to be held on file by sponsors of defined pension plans who 

administer and manage funds held in trust belonging to participants.  [R 168-11].  

Defendants and their counsel have refused to produce these documents because 

these documents could definitively if unaltered prove the timing of the 1981 

amendment.  Defense counsel throughout this litigation has persistently maintained 

that documents necessary to Gilley’s claims could not be located due to the vast 

amount of time that has elapsed since the Sand Mountain plant closed.  This is a 

                                                 
4 As part of their litigation strategy to obtain a favorable decision at the Eleventh Circuit 
defendants misrepresented to the court of appeals that the 95 Hour Rule was adopted as a 
permissible equivalency because defendants did not have pay records for 1972 and insinuated 
without evidentiary support that it was adopted in 1979.  Appellant’s Brief.  Plaintiff, however, 
has proven the 95 Hour Rule was incorporated into the 1981 Plan, adopted in 1982, and has been 
retroactively applied to purposely cause forfeiture of accrued benefits.  [R 167, 174].  
Additionally, payroll records were computerized in 1972 and punch cards were kept and 
transferred to Decatur for storage when the Sand Mountain plant closed.  [167-13 at ¶¶ 13, 16].   
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thin excuse when defendants are holding Plaintiff’s property and the property of 

other nonexempt participants who were not reported as having a deferred vested 

benefit.  [169-6].   

Defendants continue to refuse to produce discovery requested in 2006 in 

Heptinstall v. Monsanto contending Plaintiff’s counsel is required to file a motion 

to compel before obtaining any discovery from defendants.  Defense counsel also 

insists Plaintiff’s counsel failed to follow the Court’s directive by not filing a 

motion to compel here before seeking sanctions.  The Court in this case, however, 

did not direct Plaintiff’s counsel to file a motion to compel.  The Court directed 

defendants and their counsel to supplement discovery with documents Plaintiff 

requested to the extent they had access through the successor entity.  Defendants 

have refused to supplement discovery and instead cast wild aspersions against 

Plaintiff’s counsel while contending they have fully complied with the Court’s 

order of February 19, 2008.  Defendants and their counsel are not without 

resources and are willing to take any measure at any cost to achieve what they 

desire.  Defense counsel, seemly insinuating that Plaintiff’s counsel is delusional, 

states “this entire episode appears to be nothing more than the product of fevered 

imagination”.  [R 175 at fn 3].  It is defense counsel who is making serious, 

scurrilous, and unsubstantiated accusations.  Plaintiff’s counsel, while severely 
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disillusioned by the events that have transpired over the past four years, is in no 

way delusional.   

Defendants further argue sanctions are not appropriate because defendants 

certified that they produced all documents they had been able to locate.  [R 175 at 

pp. 3-4].  The record is replete with evidence proving defendants have certified and 

submitted sworn testimony here and in other courts professing truthful 

representations that proved in fact to be misrepresentation. [R 101; 167; 168-29; 

174].  Defendants began the instant action filing along with a motion to dismiss a 

fraudulent conformed copy of the plan document containing the 95 Hour Rule 

under the pretext it was the actual 1976 Plan Document. [R 8].  When the ruse was 

revealed instead of abandoning their litigation strategy to take participants’ 

property by precedent Defendants concealed the existence of the 1976 Plan by 

misleading the court of appeals to believe the 95 Hour Rule was adopted prior to 

January 1, 1981.  Defendants’ intention was to take Plaintiff’s nonforfeitable 

accrued benefit through precedent founded upon misrepresentation of fact and law 

to cause forfeiture of all property held and managed by defendants and Solutia 

belonging to the unreported separated participants.   

Fearful of the consequences of their actions defendants and counsel attempt 

to divert the Court’s attention from the facts and the law by attacking Plaintiff’s 

counsel’s character and request the Court to issue a death blow to stop this 
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litigation.  Plaintiff’s counsel has done nothing wrong.  Plaintiff’s counsel is 

protecting her client’s interest and the interest of all participants and the plan by 

seeking sanctions for the improper destruction of evidence necessary for the 

obtainment of rights and benefits under ERISA.   

Setting aside the issue of the destruction of evidence defendants conduct 

here and throughout this litigation has been inappropriate under ERISA.  Under 

ERISA § 511 acts of fraud and intimidation to coerce, restrain, and intimidate for 

the purpose of interfering with participants’ rights and benefits is sanctionable.  

ERISA Section 511 states:  

It shall be unlawful for any person through the use of fraud, force, 
violence, or threat of the use of force or violence, to restrain, coerce, 
intimidate, or attempt to restrain, coerce, or intimidate any participant 
or beneficiary for the purpose of interfering with or preventing the 
exercise of any right to which he is or may become entitled under the 
plan, this subchapter, section 1201 of this title, or the Welfare and 
Pension Plans Disclosure Act [29 U.S.C. 301 et seq.]. Any person 
who willfully violates this section shall be fined $10,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 

29 U.S.C. § 1141. 

The Court need not rely on either party’s word.  There is sufficient objective 

evidence now before the Court to prove defendants’ misconduct in the operation of 

the Plan and to prove defendants misrepresented the timing of the 1981 

amendment. [R 167-69; R 174].  To protect the integrity of the Court and to ensure 

defendants compliance with the law Plaintiff’s motion for sanctions should be 

granted.  If the Court believes there should be additional factual discovery then the 
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Court should grant Plaintiff’s motion to join Solutia and hold a hearing to obtain 

sworn testimony regarding events that transpired at the Decatur plant and to 

determine who placed the notices, who collected the files, and who ordered the 

documents be destroyed.  Defendants have property belonging to participants 

under their control they should not be allowed to keep the property by destroying 

evidence of ownership.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff and his counsel, humbly pray that this Court 

scrutinize the evidence and representations made by defendants and their counsel.  

Plaintiff is confident after a careful review of the record the Court will grant 

Plaintiff’s motion for sanctions. 

         Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Elisa Smith Rives 
_________________  

     
Elisa Smith Rives  

     Attorney for plaintiff  
Wendell F. Gilley 

         
 
OF COUNSEL: 
Elisa S. Rives, LLC 
2208 Ringold Street, Ste 103 
Guntersville, AL 35976 
Tel:  (256) 582-3559 
Fax: (256) 582-3559 
Cell: (256) 558-4626 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served by the electronic filing system for the Northern District of 
Alabama on the following counsel of record, this 4th day of April, 2008. 
 
BRYAN CAVE, LLP 
Jeffery S. Russell 
Darci Madden 
211 N. Broadway 
Suite 3600 
St. Louis, MO 63102 
 
BAXLEY, DILLARD, DAUPHIN,  
McKNIGHT & BARCLIFT 
Randy James 
Joel E. Dillard 
2008 Third Avenue South  
Birmingham, AL 35233 
Attorney for Defendants 
   
       /s/ Elisa Smith Rives 

_________________ 
       Elisa Smith Rives  

ASB # 9351-E61R 
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